
FULDA EXELERO 

 
Where From: A lot of tyre shops, like Bob Jane  
Price: $160 - onward (depending on size) 
Product Description: This tyre is made in Germany, 
offers all round performance on a good budget and 
high grip 
Review by: ryanlok15 

 
 
Tread wear=280 Traction=AA Temperature=A 
 
At the time i was trying to find a set of tyres that could 
provide grip at a budget so I ended up getting a set of 
225/50/16 for the stock rim front and back which 
ended up costing $640 for the set.  
 
I know that very few or even no one on this site has tried this tyre but i highly 
recommend them. i have given these tyres such a hard time as some members 
know for example track days, skid pan days, GOR cruises(great ocean road), 
drags, mountain cruises and so on and these still maintained a high level of tread 
and grip. These in my opinion out gripped maxxis ma-z1 and was hard to break 
traction, they just keep on providing grip even at high speeds. The grip level in 
the dry is considerably high and in the wet provides a lot of grip and i could 
launch at considerably high levels as well.  
 
 
http://www.tirestest.com/4x4_reifen/...ero/index.html
 

Average based on 7 completed reviews ? 4/5 
 
Traction under dry conditions 4.5/5 
Braking under dry conditions 4/5 
Traction under wet conditions 4/5 
Braking under wet conditions 4/5 
Traction in snow 1.5/5 
Ride comfort 4/5 
Noise level (internal) 4/5  
Noise level (external) 4/5 
Tire wear 4/5 

 
 
 
Fulda Exelero - additional comment by REDZEDMIKEY: 

 
I will add positive comments to Ryan's Fulda experience. I first tried Fulda 
Extremo's in the stock size - 225-50x16 in 2005 (don't think the Extremo is 
available in this size now). I was after a mid range tyre; not the cheapest, not the 
most expensive, and was very pleased with their performance in wet and dry. A 
better tyre than the Simex I had fitted previously. 
 
These tyres were fitted to my Z when I competed in the Calder Rally Masters - 
think of a Duttons style event, but all contained within the Calder grounds. Events 
included drags, 'khanas, point-to-point sprints, and (unfortunately) only 1 lap at 
full speed on the combined Thunderdome + Sprint circuit. In all tests the tyres 
performed very well, but did not offer the cornering you would expect from R-
Comps, or the drag strip traction you would expect from MT's. 

http://www.aus300zx.com/forum/member.php?u=5960
http://www.tirestest.com/4x4_reifen/fulda/carat_exelero/index.html


 
They also served well on a normal track day held at Calder, but bear in mind the 
car was a tired TT with about 190rwkw - not a track monster. 
 
Following my experience with these, in late 2006 I opted to go with the Fulda 
Exelero (same as Ryan's) for my 17's - in 225-45x17 and 255-40x17. Note that 
265's are not available in 17's. These were again a mid-price tyre, and were 
positioned at a level above the Extremo. The costs in mid 2006 were roughly 
$220 each the front and $330 each the rears. 2 years later, I would expect them 
to be cheaper. Due to some mechanical misfortune, these tyres have not seen 
action on a circuit, so I cannot offer any feedback as to their performance under 
those conditions. 
 
I cannot offer any empirical data on tyre life in either case as I still have both 
sets, have chopped and changed from 16's to 17's and back again, and in the last 
year have done very little k's at all. 
 
However, in summary, I would definitely add my recommendation to Ryan's. 
 


